Thanks Taneeka, this looks good to everyone.
One thing we wanted to bring to your attention is the prohibition on scanning and retaining supporting
docs for non-compliant IDs/DLs (p 3 lines 1-2, p 5 lines 19-20). I believe Leslie discussed this with Rep.
Seaton at the last hearing.
To recap, we currently retain digital copies of primary and secondary documents (for a minimum of 15
years, non-commercial). This allows us to issue duplicate cards to those who lose their ID/DL, and allows
us to offer online renewals. We also use these records in our internal auditing process to ensure DMV
employees are collecting the required documentation. DPS and other law enforcement agencies access
this information for criminal investigations.
The bill as written prohibits us from copying, scanning, or retaining in any form these supporting
documents, when issuing a non-compliant ID/DL.
This will:






Reduce our ability to monitor the documentation presented to DMV employees, hindering
quality control and fraud prevention efforts
Eliminate online renewals for IDs/DLs, decreasing customer service
Eliminate our ability to provide duplicate cards, decreasing customer service
Reduce by an estimated 50% the records public safety can access for information vital to
criminal investigation (based on the experience of other states, we estimate potentially 40-50%
of Alaskans will chose a non-compliant ID/DL) hindering public safety efforts
Stymy our efforts to expand services offered by our Business Partners – without the ability to
perform our electronic auditing on BP’s documentation collection, we may restrict them from
issue non-compliant IDs/DLs, decreasing our efficiency and customer service

Our intention in offering this legislation was to offer Alaskans the choice of a compliant ID/DL, or the
status quo ID/DL we currently offer. The bill as currently written removes our ability to offer a status
quo ID/DL.
Thanks, and let us know if you have questions.
Minta
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